Vision

To ensure people all over the world are financially stable, independent and appreciated by exchanging traditional forms of charitable aid with innovative, sustainable solution.

Mission

To eradicate poverty by creating social businesses to educate, equip and empower vulnerable citizens around the globe.

REBUILD globally is a 501c(3) nonprofit organization operating an innovative social business in Port-au-Prince, Haiti. We were born in the disaster of the 2010 Haiti earthquake and survived its wake by embarking on a mission to provide a sustainable, solutions for survivors. REBUILD globally has been improving the lives of those most affected by poverty and the earthquake by creating an education program and social business, Deux Mains Designs. Through the production and sale of Deux Mains up-cycled tire sandals, craftsmen and women earn a sustainable income, which gives them the ability to pay for food, housing and medical care for their families.

Deux Mains craftsmen and women have not only reunited their families and send their children to school with their paychecks, but have also accumulated savings for long-term stability.

Our craftsmen and women are strengthening their families, building capacity in their communities and helping to eradicate poverty by creating economic stability in their country.
Over the past four years I have had many opportunities to learn meaningful lessons about poverty and development. I believe the most significant, is that REBUILD globally has cultivated an approach to economic development that is scalable and can make a significant impact in the alleviation of poverty worldwide. Our cutting edge approach to development has replaced shame with dignity, and despair with hope. It has been an extraordinary honor to participate in this endeavor. By replacing traditional humanitarian aid with a social enterprise model, we are free to focus on community development at the local level, and economic growth as the base for sustainability. We have found a turn-key solution to a crisis that has plagued developing nations for entirely too long. I am optimistic about our future in Haiti and excited about expansion in other economically challenged areas. I am thankful to the bold leaders who have partnered with us by selling our sandals, volunteering their time, or donating needed operational capital to launch an innovative social approach to end poverty. Our journey has just begun.

With humble appreciation,

Julie Colombino
**January**
Haitian craftsmen and women enroll in DASH – a private health insurance company, ensuring our team has the services they need to keep themselves healthy and thriving.

**February**
Purchase first order of locally tanned goat leather - inspiring new sandal lines and collaborations.

**March**
Third annual fundraising event raises over 10k to support our Education Programs.

**April**
Julie Colombino, CEO and Founder of REBUILD globally, is featured on Channel 13 News in Orlando as an “Everyday Hero”

**May**
REBUILD globally pitches its social business model the at CREDO social business competition and wins 20k

**June**
100% of the juniors in our Education Program pass national exams; while 30% is national average.

**July**
Heide Lindgren, an accomplished super model, visits the Haiti workshop and is inspired to design a line of sandals that she will represent in the fashion world.

**August**
Largest wholesale order sold at the Magic Show in Vegas

**September**
Education Program transitions to 100% local management

**October**
Officially registers as a for-profit corporation in Haiti, Deux Mains Designs, with three Haitian management staff as financial shareholders and decision makers on the company’s Board of Directors

**November**
Collaboration with world-renowned fashion designer and philanthropist, Kenneth Cole

**December**
Two new craftswomen, are provided full-time employment by the new Haitian Business, Deux Mains Designs.
Measurable Impact

- 18% of Deum Mains Haitian business owned by local craftsmen and women.
- 31 children sent to school full time as a direct result of REBUILD globally’s Haitian Staff’s consistent and reliable employment.
- 5 side businesses are managed by the Haitian Staff for supplemental income.
- 53 additional people, beyond staff members themselves, receive the benefits of secure housing as a result of the financial security of REBUILD globally’s Haitian staff.
- 20 Haitian employees earn a living wage
- 25 vulnerable youth enrolled full-time in school as a result of the Education Program and community development initiatives – including five at-risk street children.
- 2 additional staff members purchase land or a new home
- Average Salary at the REBUILD globally workshop in Haiti is 225% of the local minimum wage.
- 10% growth in Haitian Staff
- More than 8,000 tires repurposed to date
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